Custodian-Guardian
Green Concept
1 GOD's latest message the Law-Giver Manifest

1GOD 1FAITH 1Church Universe Custodian Guardians

The Custodian Guardians 'GREEN-Concept' endeavors' to turn people from
being a threat to other people & 'Planet Earth'. Into a 'Custodian' of 1GOD's
creations!
When 1GOD created (Scroll 6/Day 2) the 'Cycle of Beginning & End &
Recycling'(CB&E&R). 1GOD wanted us to emulate (Plagiarize,
Copy) CB&E&R when we create. 1GOD doesn't claim 'Copyright'
like Greedy Profiteering Criminals do MS/R6
Must do! Plagiarize good creations! Cancel Copyright! All intellectual property belongs to the community for all to use freely!
When people create, their creations are to have a beginning, an end & be recyclable. E.g. Household product manufactured (beginning), use by date
(end), biodegradable (recycled). Everything made is to be recyclable!
Products from the concept-stage are to be healthy, safe, non-polluting biodegradable &/or otherwise recyclable. Everything produced & used is biodegradable &/or otherwise recyclable. Stop, using anything that is unhealthy, unsafe, pollutes, is not biodegradable or otherwise recyclable! Producing /Manu
facturing unhealthy, unsafe, polluting goods is a crime, MS/R7

GM Crop (Evil-seed) / GM Food (a health Threat)
Genetic modified (engineered) Crops are based on Seeds altered by humans
of 1GOD's original design. For the purpose of Greed, Profiteering & insulting
1GOD. 1GOD doesn't want Human Genetic-re-engineering. Evolution is to
evolve, mutate,...
Background: During the US invasion of Indochina (South-East Asia). The
US Military ordered the develop & usage of Herbicides, a weapon of 'MassDestruction (Agent-Orange)' of Vegetation & Eco-system. Removing foliage
made it easier from the air to gun down fleeing children, women & livestock.
The poisoned ecosystem led to mutations. Result birth-defects sick people &
animals,...

The Herbicide-manufacturers (Greedy-profiteers) expanded from Plantkillers into Seed-poisoners.
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A normal seed is modified using techniques learned creating 'Herbicides'.
These modifications create unnatural mutations 'Monster-Seeds'. Also
modifications make seeds impotent to re-sowing from crop, forcing to always
buy seeds each season (Greed).
Evolution notices the modified Seed & responds by modifying everything that
the seed comes in contact with, ecosystem & food-chain. Crops from GM
seeds end up going straight (bread) to human consumption or via animal feed
(fish, meat, poultry). Creatures (Birds, Mammals, Sea-creatures) fed GMCrops direct (chicken, pig,...) or indirect (Rodent eats seed/feed, Rodent
eaten by Predator, Predator killed by Hunter becomes Gourmet-dinner,...).
The food creatures eat influences their digestion. To digest Mo
-dified plants a creatures digestive system must modify (genetic re-engineer) itself via Evolution. This unnatural (Anti-GOD
) type Evolution creates unnatural new types of Mutations.
Genetic Modification (GM) is Anti-1GOD, a threat to humankind, all other
creatures & the environment. GM-Crop because of the flow-on effect alters
the whole Food-chain. Creating mutations which create new Diseases & Lifethreatening Global-Plagues in all members of the Food-chain! People will
become more sick, Die younger, more sick babies, more miscarriages...
GM-Food (Unhealthy Food): Alfalfa, Baby-food, Bacon, Bread, BreakfastCereal, Canola, Chicory, Corn, Cotton-seed oil, Eggs, Ham, Margarine, Meat,
Papaya, Peas, Potato, Poultry, Sausages, Soybean, Sugar-beet, Sugarcane,
Sweet-Peppers, Tomatoes, Wheat, Zucchini,... Say 'NO' to GM-Food!

Must do! Cure to this threat to Humankind & the Eco-System is
Prevention & Treatment.
PREVENTION! Stop: GM-Research, GM Seed-manufacture &
GM-Crop growing.
TREATMENT! Government prosecutes: GM-Scientist, manufacturing Executives, Directors, Owners & Crop-Growers for "Crime
against Humankind & against the Eco-system". MS/R7.
Government eliminates Threat by scorching GM-Research & Seed
manufacturing facilities. GM Crops are burned. Contaminated Soil
were GM-Crops were grown is scorched 3 years running.
Government that doesn't implement this 'Treatment' is replaced.

NO GM > NO GM-Seed > NO GM-Crop > NO GM-Food
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Energy

(Needs) /

Energy production

(a health Threat)

Too much leisure-time, too large homes, too large incomes, too many unneeded gadgets, has created a spike in ever increasing energy needs. Currently
Energy is polluting, has high establishing costs, high running & maintenance
costs. Polluting Energy relies on burning, Coal, Gas, Oil & Uranium.

COAL

IS CHOKING US

Clean Coal is a FRAUD!

The fossil fuel coal is used to produce dirty energy.
Burning coal produces great amounts of air polluting smoke(Carbon dioxide).
Carbon dioxide drifts up 50% is washed down by rain the rest drifts into the
atmosphere were it accumulates. Carbon dioxide lets through sunlight to
heat the Earth but prevents some of the heat from being radiated back into
space(Global-warming).
The result is that Earth's surface is slowly heating up. This heating up of the
surface temperature has increased dramatically since year 'O'* (2004). This
warming is decreasing the size of glaciers & polar ice-caps. Resulting in rising
sea levels & climate change.
*Custodian-Guardian New-Age time-management

A reduction in coal-burning to 'O' (zero) is needed now.
The people responsible for burning coal are corrupt, dishonest, selfish & cannot be relied on to stop burning coal. Therefore the source (coal) for burning
must be denied the polluters. Coal-mines are to be shut 'NOW'. Coalburning equipment is to be dismantled. Coal-miners & burners are held accountable, prosecuted, MS/R7

STOP

the lorries, close the Mines:

S U R V I V E !!!

Coal as energy provider is not just replaced by another energy provider. But
energy usage per person is to be reduced & Night-Curfew enforced.
The human body was not designed to be nocturnal. Humans misused their
brain-power to create a nocturnal lifestyle. This lifestyle wastes a lot of
energy, increases crime, is unhealthy, increases energy usage,...
A 7 hour Night-curfew from 14-21 hours (C-G Klock) is mandatory. During
Night-Curfew 'NO' road transport (public, private, commercial...) is allowed
to move on roads except emergency vehicles! No street lights, traffic lights,
advertising...are on. No businesses are open. No air transport is operating
Airports are closed! Air transport must land at the nearest available landing
field! No rail movement! Railway stations & terminals are closed! Trains
stay stationary in the station during Curfew !
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Nobody works (everything is closed) except minimum
emergency personal. No energy is to be used except for
emergency or heating! 1 public news radio station is
allowed all other enter- tainment is switched off! No
office, no manufacturing or retailer is to operate or use
energy! Homes can use heating in extreme cold.
The Shire enforces Night-Curfew.
Domestic & non-domestic burning of dung, wood, coal, gas & oil for cooking,
heating & power, ENDS! Power-Stations that burn (coal, gas, oil, uranium)
to create energy are SHUT-Down & dismantled. Energy is produced by non
-burning. Polluting Owners & operators are prosecuted, MS/R7. Coal & Ura
- nium mines are closed & sealed. It's Owners/Operators are caged, MS/R7
Burning to move domestic & non-domestic transport Ends! Gas & Oil have
non-burning use. Domestic & non-domestic transport on Freeways is replaced with 'Freeway-Trams'(see Shire)! Long-distance overland transport is by
Rail only. Individual polluting transport is phased out. Cancel new Freeway.

Fracking
Fracking is a great threat to the environment, community, humans,... Fracking is the process of drilling & injecting fluid at high pressure into shale rock
fracturing it releasing gases. The high pressure triggers 'Earthquakes'.
Each process needs millions of liter of water. The Water has toxic chemicals
& sand added. During the process methane gas & toxic chemicals pollute
nearby groundwater. Drinking this water has resulted in cases of neurological, sensory & respiratory damage.
The waste fluid is left in above ground puddles to evaporate. Releasing volatile organic compounds into the atmosphere, contaminating air, creating
ground level ozone & acid rain. This results in unhealthy livestock & shriveling inedible pasture, crops, fruit,... Residents complain of fatigue, nausea,
headaches & worse.
The use of explosives triggers Earthquake. The use near faultlines may trigger
a major Earthquake. These explosions also damage underground-reservoirs.
They also release gases that may start 'Wildfire's'!
Fracking Ends! Owners & operators are prosecuted, MS/R7. Government
that allow Fracking is replaced & its members held accountable.

Polluting Entertainment
Polluting Entertainment Ends. In the Air: Air-Shows, private vate-owned air trans -port (plane, jet, helicopter,
drone, space-shuttle,...). In/under the water: motorized
boat racing, private-owned sea transport (cabin-cruiser,
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cruise- ships, hovercraft, jet skis, speed-boats, yachts,..). On the land: all 2,3
& 4 wheel motorized, cycles, bikes, buggies, SUV, sport-cars, limousines,
luxury cars. Car-racing, car-stunts.

Garbage
The creation of Garbage is reduced! Making DISPOSABLE
products* ENDS! The making of unnecessary JUNK (collectibles, designer-gear, gadgets,...)* ENDS! Biodegradable or reusable packaging is used. Printed Junk-mail*
ENDS! *These providers are prosecuted, MS/R7

Shopping Malls

In a Shopping-Complex having 7 Retail outlets selling the same goods operated by 7 different Profiteering Entities is a waste of energy, capital, floorspace. The 7 Retail outlets are replaced with 1 CROn retail outlet. The Shopping Complex is replaced by the 'CRBC (CROn Retail & Bazaar Complex)'!
Profiteering Entities (Shopping-Complex & Retailers) are closed down,
owners & operators are prosecuted, MS/R6

Town planning
The purpose of Shire-Planning is to utilize the land to the most benefit of the
Community & Habitat. It is essential that Community needs & Habitat needs
Harmonize. All fertile-land has to be utilized for growing food &/or ranching,
ensuring some sanctuaries are provided for native-vegetation & native creatures. Non-fertile land is to be used for domestic & non-domestic building.
Existing buildings on fertile-land are demolished & recycled on non-fertileland. Mansions with vanity gardens, holiday-homes apartments, penthouses,
retirement-villages are replaces with Shire cluster-homes.
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Nail salon create toxic fumes. They are a health-risk an air polluter. Employees were breathing protection. Ignorant customers (clients) don't. These
Shops are wide open, spreading toxic-fumes inhaled by passers by. This
health-risk is most threating to pregnant women, newborn & elderly. If you
have been exposed to toxic-fumes sue the salon & the Shopping-Center for
compensation. Shut them down & ban them.
Prosecute owners & executives, MS/R7 The same applies to Hairdresser &
Beauty Salons.

Pest Control
Inside Insecticides are used, they attack the nervous system. They make
unborn & newborn hyperactive. Insecticides irritate Human & pet respiratory
systems. Do not use Insecticides inside.
Outside Insecticides are used on crops, orchards & food. Crops, orchards &
food that have been contaminated are unfit for human or animal consumption. They are burned by the community (Shire).
Insecticides seep into the water system ending up in
Oceans. Polluting the Ocean Eco-system, polluting
seafood. Manufacturers of Insecticides are prosecuted,
MS/R7. Government that allow this pollution are
replaced & prosecuted, MS/R7
Herbicides are as dangerous, polluting soil & waterways. Manufacturers of Herbicides are prosecuted, MS/R7. Government that
allow this pollution are replaced & prosecuted, MS/R7

Animal Exploitation
Animal cruelty Ends. Battery housing is demolished & replaced with 'Freerange'. Battery housing operators are prosecuted, MS/R4.
Life Animal transport further than 30 km ends. Breach by primary-producer,
Agent & transport operator are prosecuted, MS/R4.
Circus animal entertainment Ends. Animal trainer & Circus operator are
prosecuted, MS/R4.
Theme-park animal entertainment Ends. Animal trainer & Theme-park
operator are prosecuted, MS/R4.

Animal fights End. Animal owner, trainer & promoter are caged, MS/R4.
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Zoos are closed & replaced by Wildlife Sanctuaries which house only local
specie. Illegal Zoo is closed, operator is prosecuted, MS/R4.
Racing animals Ends. Racing venue are closed & demolished. Racing animal
owner, trainer & racing venue operator are prosecuted, MS/R4.
Thrill-killing (Safari hunts, Royal-hunts, other hunts) of Animals Ends.
Promoter & Hunters are prosecuted, MS/R4. Only Rangers can cull animals.

Military
Military pollute with transport & explosives, A/N (Atomic/
nuclear) B (biolo-gical) C (chemical) weapons. They are a
threat to human, animal & plant-life. Scientists that create
these weapons are prosecuted, MS/R7 Production faci-lities
& stockpiles of these weapons are demolished, & burned by the
SHIRE. Government that allow the production &/or storage
of these weapons are replaced & prosecuted, MS/R7.

1GOD is waiting to here from YOU ! ÿ

S U R V I V A L – Day Prayer

11.1.7. Survival day

Dear 1GOD, Creator of the most beautiful Universe
Your most humble faithful custodian-guardian (1st name)
Thanks' you for the Survival of Humankind
I endeavour to help my body, specie & community survive
I shall make survival my no.1 priority
Please support my efforts to survive
For the Glory of 1GOD & the Good of Humankind
This prayer is used on Suvival Day

ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ
Custodian-guardian live in Harmony with 1GOD's Creation's.

Join us > Be Green > Be a Custodian
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Mandatory Sentencing Justice is mandatory Sentencing
accumulative, non-consecutive.

Rehabilitation Rehab involves education, asset seizures &
caging.

MS (Mandatory Sentencing) brings consistency of Sentencing & the appearance
of equality. Prevents corrupt & incompetent Officer of the Court interfering with
Sentencing. MS does not allow corrupt, unjust 'Discount Sen-tencing'.

You do the CRIME >>> You do the TIME
Serial Criminal should not be rewarded. Multi-Guilty finds Criminal should not
be rewarded by consecutive serving of Sentences.
Accumulative Sentencing is needed for repeat 'Offenders'. Repeat Offenders
have not learned from their previous Rehabilitation & therefore need to re-do
the Rehabilitation. Past & Present Sentencing are combined, given a total
Rehabilitation time.
Death-Penalty (Execution) as Punishment is Anti-1GOD, unacceptable. Any
Government that Executes is Criminal & is removed,prosecuted. MS/R7
Comparison Sentencing for 'Criminal (A)'
Guilty finds
Corrupt

JUSTICE

1st offense: 7+7+7 years
Paroled after 3 years

21 years
served 21 years

7 years (Consecutive)
served 3 years

7 years (Consecutive)
Re-offends: 7+7 years
Past offense: 7+7+7 years 0 years (past ignored)
served 3 years
Paroled after 3 years

14 years
21years
served 35 years

Total for all offenses

35 years "Justice"

6 years mocking Justice

Rehabilitation(Rehab) involves education, asset seizures & caging. Rehab
punishes the Guilty & protects the Community! It helps Guilty.
The Guilty is explained his wrong-doing, taught to apologize, how to make
amends & become a useful member of the Community. No more disgracing the
family, rehabilitate & help other misguided Souls to do the same!
Rehabilitation has 7 grades R 1-7. Their are 2 types of Rehabilitation, Shire &
Provincial. Which of the 2 apply depends on age & MS-R grade. There are 3 age
groups, Teenage (8-14), Juvenile (14-17 SHE/14-18 HE) & Adult (SHE 17+, HE
18+) Children under 8 years are not prosecuted. Parents & educators deal with
them. *Pleading Guilty (confession+all details of wrongs)

We make You these offers:

Become a 'Supporter' & start a Gathering.
Or
Become a 'Volunteer' & proclaim our message.
Or
Make a donation.
Universe Custodian Guardians
PO Box 662 Endeavour Hills 3802 Vic Australia
Funds are used to proclaim our 'Vision' implement
our 'Mission'.
Or
Wait, for Violence, Pollution, Evil, to hurt & annihilate You & people that are
close.
Note! Before making a decision check out,
www.universecustodianguardians.org
These offers don't appeal. Please pass on to friend or foe. We endeavor to have
every person on our beautiful 'Planet Earth' receive these offers.
1GOD both HE & SHE, the original Eternal Soul,
Creator of the Physical & Spiritual Universe's.
1FAITH gives us moral integrity & strength,
living in harmony with 1GOD's creations.
1Church with its Gatherings administers
1FAITH in all 7 Tribes.
Universe Custodian Guardians administer
1Church, C-G New-Age time-management &
proclaim 1GOD's latest message, The Law-Giver
Manifest.

Humankind's Destiny, live in Harmony with 1GOD's Creations. To explore
& colonize Space. Becoming Custodian of the physical Universe!

For the Glory of 1GOD & the Good of Humankind
1GOD 1FAITH 1Church Universe Custodian Guardians community-service initiative.

